The stack mode review of volumetric datasets
- applications for urinary stone disease
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Abstract


During the last decades the acquisition and visualization of radiological images have rapidly evolved. The increasing amounts of volumetric image data particularly from modern CT systems necessitate a constant evolution of the radiological visualization techniques.

The dominating display mode for volumetric images has been the stack mode display since its introduction in computerized image review. In the increasing amounts of image data, the stack mode display needs to be analyzed so that the information content in the high resolution datasets can be transformed into clinically relevant information for the management of the individual patient. In the present thesis some aspects of the stack mode display were analyzed using for the most part the size estimation of urinary stones in unenhanced CT as a model.

The estimated size has an important correlation to the prognosis for spontaneous passage of an obstructing ureteral stone. In the present thesis the reader variations in the size estimation of urinary stones were quantified, using different visualization parameters and after an attempt to reduce the variations with a training session for the readers. The influence on the estimated stone size of CT image post processing parameters was quantified. A segmentation algorithm was developed and demonstrated to reduce the reader variability through reader independent computer aid. One limitation of the stack mode display concerns three-dimensional shapes, which was modeled by a comparison between the estimated length and width of urinary stones in two- and three-dimensional segmentation. The increasing number of image slices in the acquisitions introduces a need for efficient navigation of the image volumes. In the present thesis the navigation of CT datasets using different user interface devices was evaluated.

The rapid evolution of the MRI and CT systems necessitates a constant refinement and evaluation of the cornerstone for radiological volumetric reviewing – the stack mode display of volumetric datasets.
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